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Upcoming Events

What to Look For in July!

Owl Prowl and Campfire
Cicadas Singing

07/12 @7:00pm-9:00pm
There are three species of owls found in Lake Roland. Learn about
these nocturnal birds of prey and join a ranger for a hike through the
forest to listen for the curious birds. We will end the night with a
campfire and s'mores.

The calling of cicadas often accompanies
high temperatures here in Maryland. Male
cicadas produce the loud, recognizable
calls which are used to attract females. Fun
fact: larval cicadas spend up to three years,

Nature Quest Hike

the majority of their lives, underground!

07/21 @10:00am-12:00pm
Join a naturalist-led hike to find one of the Nature Quest markers at
Lake Roland and learn more about the diversity of birds, animals, and
plants that make their home here at the park. Nature Quest Passports are
available at the Lake Roland Nature Center

Black-eyed Susans in Bloom
Black-eyed Susans, Maryland's state
flower, are able to bloom throughout the
summer, but do so much more with the

Tracks & Trains Story Time

direct sunlight we see this month. These
charismatic flowers attract a variety of

07/28 @1:00pm-2:30pm
All aboard for an adventure! Explore the old, hidden tracks of trains

wildlife, from pollinators such as bees and

from the past in Lake Roland. Children will enjoy a story, a craft, and

moths, to the Silvery Checkerspot

will learn all about trains that once travelled in and around the park.

butterfly, to a range of song birds!

Ongoing Programs:

Cicada Killer Wasps

Friday Strolls - 9:00am

Speaking of cicadas! Although the name of

Yoga in the Park - 1st and 3rd Saturday, 9:00-10:00am

this interesting insect is slightly aggressive,

Weed Warriors - 2nd Saturday, 9:00-10:00am
Ranger Talks - last Saturday of the month, 10:30am

these wasps pose little threat to humans.
The coloration of these wasps is similar to
that of a yellow jacket, but these are

And more!
To register or view our full calendar and program prices, please
visit us at lakeroland.org
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significantly larger. Females lay their eggs
in cicadas as a source of food for their
young.

Instagram Highlight

Thank you to everyone mentioning us or tagging us
in photos from Lake Roland. We love to see how the community
enjoys the park!

Check out these photos of River the dog enjoying the park!

@philk110: "Couple dudes hiking the Rails and Trails at Paw
Point Dog park. #riverrunswild @lake_roland #mansbestfriend"

Follow us on Instagram @lake_roland for program information,
park updates, daily activities, and more.
Tag us in your own posts from the park for a chance to be
featured in next months newsletter!

Staff Spotlight

Lake Roland Wish List
Lake Roland is a not-for-profit organization.
We rely on donations to provide educational
programs, general park upkeep, and animal
care.

Please email us if you are able to help out with

Meet Sarah!

the following items.

Thank you!

Markers/Crayons
Pom Poms
Beads
Sarah Lanasa had been working at Lake Roland since summer of
2018 as a Naturalist. She is currently a graduate student at
Towson University in their Environmental Science and Studies
program.

etc.
Sand Box Toys (No Buckets,
Please!)
Bunny Toys
Nature-themed Children's Books

At Towson, Sarah researches in an aquatic toxicology lab for her
master’s program. Sarah enjoys crafting, hiking, biking, tennis
and spending time with her cats when she isn’t researching or at
school. She also loves making crafts and activities for Lake
Roland visitors.

Say hi next time you're around the Nature Center!
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Historical Games

Identification Station
Lyme Disease

Chances are, in Maryland at the right time of the year, you will
most likely be carrying a tick or two if you decide to go on a hike.
But the question is how at risk are we to becoming ill due to a
couple of ticks here and there?

Lyme disease is spread through a bacteria in an infected tick that
attaches itself to its host. Lyme disease can be carried by several
species of ticks which can attach themselves to not only many
mammals (including us humans) but birds as well. The figure to
the right illustrates the life cycle of a tick.

Once the tick is attached it takes approximately 36-48 hours
for the disease to be transmitted. The best way to prevent
infection is to check yourself from head to toe once you get
home from a day of hiking, even if you stayed on the trail.
Ticks hide in the hard to find areas on the body such as
armpits, scalp and waistline. If you do find a tick that
is attached, you can simply remove it with tweezers making
sure you pull out the entire head of the tick. No concern should
If a red ring develops around bitten area seek

be raised if you do not develop any rash around the bitten area.

medical attention

If you begin to develop a red ring around the bite mark that is an onset sign of Lyme disease and medical care
should be sought. Lyme disease can cause fever, chills, joint pain, migraines, and spells of dizziness and should not
be neglected to be taken care of. Antibiotics in early stages of Lyme disease can cure the patient completely of their
symptoms, the important note is vigilance, make sure you preform tick checks regularly so you can continue to
enjoy the warm summer months.

Deer ticks are found in
Maryland and can carry
Lyme disease-causing
bacteria.
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Sustainability Tips
Staying Cool in Summer Without Blasting the A/C

With the summer heat ramping up this month, it is incredibly tempting to turn on the A/C and forget about it. To help
relieve the pressure on your wallet and reduce your energy consumption, here are some alternative ways to stay cool
in the heat!

1. Turn down the lights. Take advantage of the longer days that summer provides us with and use natural lighting in
place of light fixtures when possible! Light bulbs give off heat, so switching them off when possible will help you
stay cool. If even this is not enough, try closing blinds and curtains to prevent heat gain from glass windows.
2. Circulate the air. Use bathroom and kitchen fans to reduce the buildup of heat from showering and cooking.
Freeze some water in a sheet pan and place it in front of a regular fan to circulate some crisp, cold air throughout your
home.
3. Go for a dip. If you are able, find a local pool, lake, river, or ocean that allows public swimming. There is no
greater relief on a hot day than jumping in cool water! If you're looking for a quicker fix, take a cold shower to lower
your body temperature in a pinch.
4. Stay hydrated. Your body's natural process to cool itself down involves sweating, but it will not be able to
produce sweat if you do not provide it with the necessary amount of water to do so. Always carry water, more than
you think you'll need, with you, especially when spending a lot of time outdoors.

Naturalist's Corner
Foraging Etiquette

In recent years there has been a strong movement toward foraging for wild edible plants and fungi in our local
parks. Here at Lake Roland, we couldn’t be happier to have people more engaged in nature, and learning not only
how to identify different plants or fungi but discover which ones indigenous peoples and early settlers might have
eaten before we shipped in high quantities of our food.

Unfortunately, while other parks may differ, we cannot allow anything to be eaten or taken from the park. The
ability to see these wild edibles at Lake Roland might come into jeopardy if we allow people to harvest them,
especially if word gets out about a plentiful spot and too many foragers come and pick it clean. Furthermore,
many of these edibles are eaten by our local animals, and are an important part of their diet, which could be
threatened if people were to take too much. Lastly, foraging for wild edibles can be dangerous, especially for
people who are new to it. Many edible plants and fungi have lookalikes that can be toxic to consume! It is safer
just to observe what grows in our forest, and grab your fresh food from local grocery stores or farmers markets.

With all that in mind, Lake Roland is home to a plethora of wild edibles. Edible plants that we’ve seen include
ramps, spicebush, persimmons, wild onion, blackberries, and wild mint. Mushrooms we’ve seen include hen of
the forest, morels, oyster mushrooms, and chanterelles. Good luck finding them out there and remember,
just look, don’t eat!
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Ranger Report
Your Local Connection to our Independence?
The Bellona Powder Mill and the Fourth of July

July 4th is a time of year where most people enjoy baseball games, parades, barbecues with friends and family, and
most of all, the celebration of our great country’s independence.
celebration is the fireworks.

I personally would have to agree.

slight “thud” that comes from the first launched firework.

Many would say their favorite part of the
I love lying out under the stars waiting to hear that

I search the sky trying to guess where it is going to

explode and finally there it is... red, white, and blue explosions of color fill the dark sky. Many times the “Star
Spangled Banner” can be heard in the background as the fireworks explode overhead.

When I hear this song and watch the flashes of color above, I wonder to myself if Francis Scott Key knew that the
bombs he saw bursting in the air were a product of high quality powder being produced right here in Baltimore at
the Bellona Powder Mill. Some may say that Independence Day is about celebrating the Declaration of
Independence. A successful defense using high quality black powder against the British in the War of 1812 made it
possible for us to celebrate our independence today. We may not be celebrating on the 4th of July, and may never
have heard the “Star Spangled Banner” without Bellona Powder Mill’s production of black powder.

During the Revolution, the colonies depended on outside sources of black powder to defeat the British.

The citizens

and states saw black powder as an essential resource in maintaining their freedom. Therefore, Baltimore had
multiple proprietors build their own mills to produce high quality black powder for the United States.
mills was The Bellona Gunpowder Company, which was built by James Beatty in 1801.

One of these

This mill was located

where The Jones Falls, Roland Run, and Towson Run meet today to make the northern most part of Lake Roland.

The three ingredients needed for the dangerous process of creating black powder are charcoal, saltpeter (potassium
nitrate), and sulfur. Multiple buildings were utilized for different stages in its formation due to the hazards. Shortly
before the Battle of Baltimore, the Bellona Powder Mill sold black powder directly to the U.S Military.
powder was used at Fort McHenry‘s magazine to defend the harbor against the British attack.

This

Without this powder

from the Bellona Powder Mill, Baltimore's and the United States’ histories may have been written much differently.
The next time you are celebrating the Fourth of July, looking up at fireworks or hear the “Star Spangled Banner”
being sung at the Orioles game, I ask that you think about your local connection to our freedom. I encourage you to
keep looking for more local connections to our freedom. You never know when it may be right in your backyard
park.

- Jonathan Wood, Park Ranger II

Join Lake Roland!
We rely on membership fees and donations to fund the Lake Roland Nature Council’s efforts and projects in the
park. Every dollar of your membership goes to support those efforts.
Please join us in supporting Lake Roland.
To become a member: Visit us at lakeroland.org - Join Lake Roland
For any questions and/or concerns: Please contact us by email at
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LakeRol-RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov or by phone at 410-887-4156.

